KIDS’ ROOM COLOUR IDEAS

*Colour accuracy is only guaranteed when tinted in quality Benjamin Moore® Paints. On-screen and printer colour representations may vary from actual paint colours. Online exclusive tool.

WALLS: Gettysburg Gray HC-107, ben®, Flat
TRIM & DOOR: Icicle OC-60, ADVANCE®, Semi-Gloss
DRESSER: ADVANCE®, Pearl
Frame & Bottom Drawer: Bright Yellow 2022-30
Second Drawer from the Bottom: Banana Yellow 2022-40
Second Drawer from the Top: Sundance 2022-50
Top Drawers: Light Yellow 2022-60

Gettysburg Gray HC-107
Bunny Gray 2124-50
Pale Oak OC-20

Icicle OC-60
Cotton Balls OC-122
Steam AF-15

Sundance 2022-50
Weston Flax HC-5
Coventry Gray HC-169

Cloud Cover OC-25
Wild Rice 2097-70
Rainforest Dew 2146-50

Chantilly Lace OC-65
Swiss Coffee OC-45
Mountain Peak White OC-121

Portland Gray 2109-60
Clay Beige OC-11
Misted Green 2138-50
*Colour accuracy is only guaranteed when tinted in quality Benjamin Moore® Paints. On-screen and printer colour representations may vary from actual paint colours. Online exclusive tool.

WALLS: Paper White OC-55, REGAL® Select, Ulti-Matte
CEILING: Paper White OC-55, ADVANCE®, Pearl
CABINETS: Raspberry Blush 2008-30, ADVANCE®, Pearl
*Colour accuracy is only guaranteed when tinted in quality Benjamin Moore® Paints. On-screen and printer colour representations may vary from actual paint colours. Online exclusive tool.